Crash Tag Team Racing Die-O-Rama Guide by CBFan
1: Liquidated. This DOR is found in Astro Land. When you get to the area where you
ride a platform around the zappy particle things, there will be a vat of liquid under it.
Jump into the vat.
2: Bummed Out. Found in Tyrannosaurus Wrecks. This DOR is found in the area that
you crossed the giant snake head for. Travel along and you should see a big X on the
floor with a sign and a button next to it. Press Triangle near it.
3: Camel Back. Tomb Town. By the entrance, near the gift stands, there is a camel.
Press triangle near the camel.
4: Poultry's Revenge. Mystery Island. This DOR is found inside the cave where Deep
Sea Driving is. Press the series of buttons found inside and work your way through the
cave. You should see an area with a big X on it. Bodyslam it, and it will reveal a secret
area with a cannon. Press square near it to reveal a secret shortcut, then press triangle
to activate a DOR.
5: Mechanic Monday. Midway. By the entrance to Tomb Town, just to the right, there
is a car on a jack. Press Square near the jack.
6: Bad To The Bone. Happily Ever Faster. On the dark side of Mystery Island, leading
across to the locked jump pad, you'll see a cauldron. Fall into the cauldron.
7: The Smell Of Money. Tomb Town. There is a cow with a sign next to it near the
entrance to Crash Test Mummies. Press Triangle near the cow.
8: Crossbowed. Tomb Town. To get to this DOR, you first need to jump up past the
chicken and onto one of the pillars. One of them has a button. Bodyslam the button,
and the sphinx will stick it's tongue out. Use this as a step to get to a large crossbow,
then press triangle near it.
9: Exploded. Tomb Town. To get here, you need to open the locked door by the locked
jump pad. Climb up the ladder, and look around for a sign with an "!" on it. Press
triangle near it to unlock the DOR.
10: Monkey Business. Mystery Island. This DOR is located in the cave where Deep Sea
Driving is. Body Slam the button next to Cortex to open the gate and jump inside,
where you should see an "!" sign. Press triangle near it.
11: Tickle The Ivories. Happily Ever Faster. In the dark side of the land, there is a sign
with a person crossed out on it. Press triangle near the sign. It is in the lower part of
the area.
12: Holey Crash. Mystery Island. Look around the first water area, with the pirate ship,
and you should see an "!" sign. Press triangle near it.
13: Fiduciary Troubles. Happily Ever Faster. By the locked jump pad, there is another
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sign with a person crossed out. Press triangle near this sign.
14: Sharked. Mystery Island. Near the gate to Tiki Turbo, there is a sign by the pirate
ship with a shark on it. Press triangle near the sign.
15: Dino Treat. Tyrannosaurus Wrecks. Near the entrance to Fossil Fuel Injection and
the jerky park drone, there is a hole, indicated with a sign. Jump into the hole.
16: For Every Action. Astro Land. Not too far away from the entrance to Rings Of
Uranus, there is a fusion machine. Press square near it.
17: Laser Surgery. Astro Land. See above, but press triangle.
18: Soupy Swimmer. Tyrannosaurus Wrecks. This is in the area leading up to the battle
arena and the locked jump pad. You need to cross two lava strips. Jump into the first
one to unlock the DOR.
19: Shifting Gears. Mystery Island. By the locked jump pad and Cortex is a bridge with
some gears next to it. Go to the right of the bridge, nearer the battle arena, and press
triangle near the gears.
20: Crash Cubes. Tyrannosaurus Wrecks. By the Prison Food DOR, go along a snowy
area, and you will get a message saying "Glaciar Activated". Wait for a moment or two,
then jump up the ladder that has appeared. You'll get a power crystal and this DOR,
which occurs by pressing triangle next to a machine that is on top of the glaciar.
21: Crushed By Uranus. Astro Land. Ride the platform that took you to Liquidated, then
get off at one of the ledges. It overlooks the railroad area, if you're wondering. Press
Triangle on this area.
22: Compassioned. Tyrannosaurus Rex. I believe this to be on the same ledge as the
second race is. Keep going along and, past a few penguins, you'll see a baby ice gorilla
hanging off the edge of the cliff. Press triangle near it.
23: Sliced And Diced. Tomb Town. Right by the entrance, head right and you will see a
fan. Presss triangle near the fan.
24: Nature Strikes Back. Mystery Island. By the entrance to Pirates Of The Carburator,
there is a tree. Press square near the tree.
25: Peek-A-Boo Boo. Tyrannosaurus Wrecks. Near the drone that is selling you Nina's
outfit, you'll see two entrances. Go to the furthest one, and you will see a baby ice
gorilla. Press triangle near it.
26: Tough Chicken. Midway. Near the entrance to Happily Ever Faster, go up to Stew
and press square by him.
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27: Prison Food. Tyrannosaurus Wrecks. Near the first race entrance, head along and
you will see an ice gorilla is a cage. Press triangle near the cage.
28: Cold Lunch. Tyrannosaurus Wrecks. By the Tire and Ice entrance, head along and
you should see an ice gorilla frozen into the wall. Press triangle near him.
29: Double Dipped. Happily Ever Faster. Not far from the first racetrack, there is a
bubbling cauldron with some orange stuff in it. Jump into it to unlock the DOR.
30: Heavy Metal. Midway. Go past Von Clutch's display case and over the Rollercoaster
to the bowling minigame building. To the left of it is a vending machine. Press triangle
near the machine.
31: Big Bang Theory. Midway. By N Gin's display case are a bunch of explosives. Press
square near them to unlock the DOR.
32: Jawed. Mystery Island. Jump into ANY pool of water.
33: Defenstrated. Astro Land. You need to get to the second floor to find this DOR.
Once you get there, press square by the huge window.
34: Electrification. Astro Land. By the entrance, you'll see a panel with two wires
sticking out, creating lots of sparks. Press triangle near the wires.
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